
APPENDIX A D ~ C ~  C~ THE STANFOBD 
RESEarCH ~ ~SY MODEL 

A. ~ O N  

Over the past eight years, Stanford Research Institute (SRI) has 
developed a met~o!cgy for creating ccniDuterized models that describe 
cun~iex and dynamic market situations typical of the energy field. An 
o u ~  of client-supported project work, SRI internal research, and 
Stanford University dissertation research, this methodology was designed 
to allow ~odeling of markets characterized by interpreduct campetition, 
regional differences arising from product transportation costs, depletable 
resources, changing technology, ~ g~..~m~._-.t __~e~1_latory factors. Thus: 
the models generated by the methodology can be used to support analysis 
of energy-related decisions in areas such as plant capacity expansion, 
transportat/on, r~_ource exploration, research and developmsnt strategy, 
and various aspece.~s of g o ~ t  energy policy. 

This modeling capability has been applied to develop a comprehensive, 
U.S. energy model., which was first used in a decision analysis of synthetic 
fuels strategy for a major U.S. oil company. I/ The SRI energy model covers 
all major energy forms, conversion technologies, ~ansportation modes, 
demand sectors, and U.S. geographical regiop~; explicitly models supply 
elasticity, interfuel ccmpetition, and end-use demands; treats energy market 
dynamics such as investment, financing, technological change, d~mgnd ~ ,  
and resource depletion frum the present out to the year 2025; and cumputes 
market clearing prices and quantities by balancing supply and demand. 

I_/ The model is used by SRI under an agre~rent with the Gulf Oil Corporation, 
and it is formally known as the SRI-GULF ~Energy Model. The data 
assunpticns and model structure have been reviewed by a panel of energy 
experts assembled by the Courcil on Environmental Quality (CBQ) in 
c~mectic~ with CEQ sponsored analysis c~ the economics of western 
energy resources. A p r ~  version of the data set is found in 
Western Ener~ Resources Study-Ecc~gmics: Data Review Package, E. 
Cazalet, et al, prepared for the Council on Envir~tal Quality, 
EMecutive Office of the President, May 1975. A revised version of 
this doc~m_nt will be issued shortly incorporating the changes in 
the data made for the synthetic fuels omm~_rci la!ization p ~  
application. A descriFtion of the output of the model, selected input 
assumptions, and sensitivity analysis is found in Chapter II of the 
main text and in Appendix H. 
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The modeling approach is based on the econcmic concept of balancing 
supply and demand at a market clearing price. Normally, this concept 
is considered in terms of a single simply .curve and a single demand 
cttvv~ with a single price that balances supply and d~n%m~d; howmver, in 
+_he energy model this concept has been extended to the simultaneous 
balancing of t2rmsands of su~iies and demands that euolve over time and 
are connected by a complex netw3rk. The result is ~ of market 
cl~-i-~ prices, each specifying the econcmlics of a fuel at a particular 
location and time. Using submcd~/s that incorporate engineering, geological, 
envircnmentai, economic, and behavioral information and advanced cu,puter 
rs~deling tec~miques has enabled implementatic~ of a detailed, national 
energy model on a ccmmercially available cu~mfcer. 

The principal outputs frum the ~ercjy model are the regional market 
clearing prices for fuels over t/me, associated produchion quantities, fl~s 
through transmission links, capacities of conversiQn processes, and demands 
for distributed fuels. Clearly, these outputs can be sensitive to the 
inputs to the model. Thus~ the energy modeling capability is mDst useful 
for decision-focused analysis in which the importance of uncertainty in 
the input infon~ation can he measured in terms of the effect Qn the choice 
among specific alterr~tives. 
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B. ~ :  SYNTHETIC FLq~5S DECISION 
ANALYSIS FOR A MAJOR O~u ~ANY 

D~r~ng 1973 and 1974, SRI worked with the Gulf Oil Corporation to 
perform a decision analysis of alternatives for producing synthetic fuels. 
One of the impo_ rtant alternatives facing Gulf was whether to partacipate 
in potential coal gasification ventures in the Po~er River Basin (Montana 
~nd Wyoming}. Such an undertaking would requ/me investr~nts in a gasifica- 
tion plant costing approximately S0.5 billion, n~ coal mines, and a pipe- 
llne to deliver pipeline-quality synthetic gas to Chicago or other distant 
markets. This gas would compete there with natural or synthetic gas from 
other sources. 

At the beg~ing of the decision ~nalysis, intuitive argummzts and 
conventional profit analyses demonstrated that the profitability of a 
gasification venture ~uld be determined essentially by the future prices 
of pipeline q~lity gas in n~rkets such as Chicago and the prices of coal 
in the Powder River Bas~. The projections of these prices over the 
thrity- to forty-year construction and operating life of a gasification 
plant were highly uncertain. Although the technical and other business 
aspects of the venture were of concern, the major determinants of the 
venture's profitability - and hence the strategic decision to build or 
r~t - w~re the projections of future prices of gas and coal. 

In 1973, the future price projections for gas were very confused 
bacause of ~ncertain government regulatory policy and uncerta/m, natural 
gas supplies and oonmm%~ion. Many emergy specialists were forecasting a 
gap b e ~  the quantities of gas that conmaners would buy at the projected 
prices and the quantities that would be prDduced at the projected prices. 
Some. specialists argued that -~his gap provided an attractive market for 
~thetic gas. Their projected prices of gas, however, were considerably 
below the prices required for a profitable coal gasification venture. 
Clearly, the prices of gas would _have ~o increase in order to bring supply 
and demand into balance; but when the prices woul~ be high enoch to 
justify production of synthetic gas was the important question to be 
resolved. 

As a result of the confusion in future price projections for gas, the 
projections of future prices had to be built fram more basic infommstion 
on natural gas resources and the effect of higher prices on natuz-al gas 
production. Similar infoz~ation was required on other energy reseurces: 
as well as economic and technical information on energy use, conversion, 
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transportation, and information on government regulatory policy. This 
additional information was required because interfuel competition in 
several marke~s geographically distant fr~.L: each other a~d evolving o%~r 
time has a major effect on the prices of coal and gas. 

Synthesizing the basic information neces~ry for projecttng prices 
requires a comprehensive dynamic model of energy supply, demand, and pricinq. 
Simple models or hand calculations ca,_not cope with the necessary detail. 
The scope add detail of the SR! energy model are discussed belch. It should 
be ~phasized that this model was developed to address decisions on synthetic 
9ael ventures. Its basic purpose is to provide an understanding of t_he 
_=~onc~lic viability of synthetics in ccn~etition with imported and natural 
fuels in flue U.S. energy economy. 
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C. MODEL (~TFJT 

Figures A-I through A-3 are typical of the output g~n=_rated by the 
SRI energy model. Figures A-I and A-2 show the prices and quantities 
that re~resent a dynamic _~upply and demand balance for t~e United States, 
and Fi%nare A-3 gives some of ~he underlying detail in the price and 

In Figure A-l, the prices of primary resources are shown to increase 
as those resources are depleted. (Note that the prices are expressed in 
constant dollars. ) The price projection for natural gas is of most interest. 
In the near term, natural gas is attractively priced relative to other fuels 
and its usage jmcreases. (The ncm/mal case assumes r~ regulation of natural 
gas prices.) As the less expensive sources of natural gas are deplete3, 
the price o~ gas increases. ~ent,~%lly, the use of gas begins to decline 
as oth~, more economic fuels are substituted for gas !n industrial and 
p~w~r generation markets. Finally, beyond ab~at 2005, t_he price of na~iral 
gas rises to a level that is set by the price of synthetic gas from coal 
The rate at which the price of natural gas increases is of great inpor~%nce 
in determining the timing and profitability of a coal gasification venture. 

Figure A-2 shows that as the =~rices of conventional sources such ~ 
crude oil, natural gas, and high sulfur (Eastern) coal increase, newer forms 
of energy such as nuclear, shale cil and low sulfur (Western) coal beccme 
c~mpetitive and assume significant shares of the market. Thus, beyo~ the 
year 20C0 t_~ese ne%~_r sources tend to dete_rr~ine energy prices. 

In Figure A-3, the total U.S. production of synthetic fuels is shown 
through the year 2025. These synthetic fuels draw upon eastern high sulfur 
coal, western low sulfur coal, nuclear fuel (th~emical deosmposition of 
water), and shale pic-~ured in Figure A-2. Figure A-3 illustrates that 
methane production from coal and syncrude from shale grow rapidly from 1985 
on%~rd, b,lt coal liquids, hydrogen, and low Btu gas are not econc~ically 
attractive. 

The data shown in these three figures are a small sample of the output 
frcm the model. In addition, prices and quantities at other major locations 
th.~Dughout the United States and prices and quantities of distrS/m/ted 
products including synthetic fuels, electricity, and refined products were 
cc~puted. 
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~ne prices and quantities sh~ in Figure A-I through A-3 are based 
on the nGminal set among the many sets of ir~m/t info~tion used in 
Synthetic Fuel C~m~rcialization Progrmr. analysis. Several sets of input 
information were used to de~_rmine the sensitivity of the projections to 
changes in input informaticm. For ex~nple, the effects of possible 
changes in the prices of imported crude oil, the costs of new technology, 
the grcm~_h in demand, and the potential reserves of d~stic oil and gas 
w~re detemained. Same of the projections ~_re highly sensitive and same 
were highly insensitive to changes in input information. ~hus, the 
projections in these figures shcx~Id not be used without an understanding 
of the effects of the input infom~ation. The reader is referred to 
C~apter I I of the main text and to Appendix H for a discussion of the 
sensitivity analysis carried out in the Synthetic Fuels C~m~_rcializaticn 
Program analysis. 
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D. 

Energy models must be tailored to specific decision problems. 
Featu~zes required in a model for one problem may not be required in the 
next problem, or the next problem may require additional features. On 
the other handr considerable c~arlap often cccurs between features 
required for one energy decision problem and those required in the next. 
With this in mind, we will describe some of the energy model features that 
are important in strategic energy decision problems such as ccmmercializa- 
tion of synthetic fuels. 

i. Omp!exity 

In most cases, a decision problem concerning a new energy conversion 
technology, such as coal gasification, is very difficult or impossible to 
isolate ~ the energy system within which it ~ust operate. Often, the 
ecor~cs of end use, transportration, and resource produ~cion will play a 
major role in dete~g what resources are produced, how they are trans- 
ported, and how they are used. The c~mplexity of the mDdeling problem is 
illustratedby Figure A-4. This shows the v~rious steps in the U.S. energy 
system - beginn/ng with ~rimary resources in the ground and their conversion 
into useful energy (heat ~% the living room or steam from a boiler). 

Within t_he U.S. enei~3y, system, ~m~ands of different paths lead frcm 
availability of prdma~j resources to satisfaction of end-use demands. The 
path in Figure A-4 begins with low sulfur coal that is mined ~ndergr~, 
transported by slurry pipeline, converted intm a gas, ~.-d. used in a ccmbir~- 
cycle pc~_r plant to generate electricity that is distributed to residential 
~ s  for use in a resistance-heating device to pr~ space heat in 
the living _~0cm. The version of the model used in the analysis of s~mthetic 
fuels cummercializati~ incorporates all the possible paths represented in 
this figure. 

2. I~i~/cs 

The cost of minting (m~ergy ~ cme iccaticm to another can be a crucial 
factor in the overall ecornmics of using primary resources to satisfy end 
uses. For example, the cost of transporting coal by train frum Western 
mines to Eastern markets is such that the price of coal in the Fast can 
he three times the price of coal in the West. Whereas, if this coal is 
conveITed to a liquid fuel, the transportation costs over the same distance 
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are relatively small. Thus, in problems where transportation costs are 
important, ti~e model mint be geographically segmented to allow for 
regional price differences. Figure A-5, a map of the United States, shows 
the eight demand regions and numerous coal, crude oil, natural gas, and 
shale resource basins used in the Synthetic Fuels ~cialization 
Program analysis. 

3. Dynamics 

Most corporate investment decisions and public policy decisions have 
implications over long periods of time. A model that characterizes the 
energy system only at specific points in time cannot reflect ~portant 
changes in technology and d~nand nor the effect of depletion of the 
resource base. Also, the capacities of the energy syst~ in any time 
period are highly dependent on previous investment, and current investment 
decisions depend on projections of future prices. Finally, in the short- 
term, secondary markers for scarce ccr~nodities such as pressure vessels, 
surface mining equipment, drilling rigs and human and institutional 
behavioral characteristics limit rapid change and h~e long-term conse- 
quences. All of these dynamic effects are incorporated in the general 
methodology and the existing SRI energy model. 

4. The Basic Approach: Economics of Supply 
m~ ~ for emp~ting Fuels 

Given that the supply and demand of a resource both vary with price, 
w~t is the price that will balance demand with supply? Every basic 
econc~ics text discusses the solution for the case of a single resource, 
illustrated in Figure A-6, but real situations ~_.pically entail multiple 
¢xmpeting resources and dynamic effects. Because of the resulting complexity, 
many approaches to energy modeling avoid explicit balancing of supply and 
demand at a market clearing price. In this methodology, a computer model is 
used to combine curves such as those in Figure A-6 with a network representa- 
ticn of the U.S. energy, systea and realistic models of the elements of the 
energy system such as transportation links and conversion industries. This 
gives the advantages of both the basic eooncrnic approach and the detail 
required for realign. 

For example, the existing model uses supply curves to describe the total 
quantity of a primary resource that eot~d be produced in a resource region 
at various prices. These curves are developed by holding costs and tech- 
r~logy fixed and using available data and the judgment of exploration and 
production specialists to estimate the quantity of a resource that could 
ultimately be recovered at various price levels. Then the model is used 
to ~mpute the cummlative production, plus required reserves of a resource 
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to a given year in a specific location. This quantity is then used to 
find the price on the supply curve that would be required for add/tional 
production in that location and year. Finally, these prices are adjusted 
for the effects of inflation, technological charge, short-run dynamic 
effects, and economic rent (the difference between the price of a resource 
and its cost). The result is a realisti.., dynamic descript/on of resource 
supply that is consistent with basic econ~tics. 

5. ~a~t~m~ ~ 

A crucial aspect of any model is that the inputs be mean/~ to 
those who must prc~-ide and review ~. Some approaches to rodeling use 
regression analysis or large amounts of historical data to determine the 
parameters of the equations that make up the mudel. Other approaches 
use abstract inputs such as cross-elasticity coefficients and input-output 
coefficients, or arbitrary constraints on growth rates and resource 
availability. The problem with such input is that the data are often 
unintelligible to specialists who have the .~nowledge to judge its accuracy. 
_H~ver, a model that decomposes an energy system into its basic el~ts - 
such as producti~, transportation, censervar_icn, and end-use technologies 
and behaviora/ considerations - facilitates description of each of these 
elements in the most meaningful way. For example, the SRI-energy model uses 
capital oost, operating cost, and thermal efficiency data obtained from 
industry specialists to describe conversion and trans--bortation industries. 
Structuring model input into num~x~s specialized data areas enables experts 
with in-depth, specialized knowledge to contribute data without having to 
understand all of the details of the model. FurthermDre, this form of data 
can be ccmmunicated easily to anyDne who ~ants to understand the model. 

Some 
below: 

6. Si~:~if ic Features 

of the specific features in the SRI energy model are described 

Econnmic Rent - Owners of energy resources will not sell their 
reso:~rces at cost plus return on investment if they believe that 
they can obtain a higher price. Thus, the price of a resource is 
determined not only by the cost of producing it, but also by 
oumpetitive fuel prices -and the scarcity of the resource. 
Economic rent, the increment ~ r~axginal cost t~t ~ be paid 
to a resource owner to induce him to sell, is large when the price 
of a resource ks rising rapidly as a result of rapid depletion. 
This phenomena of econcmic rent is fundamental to energy pricing 
and ineorporates lease benus payments and windfall profits. 
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End-Use Demand Elasticity - In response to higher prices of a 
~/el, users may reduce consumption by turning down the thermostat, 
using less steam, or driving less. Alternatively, they may 
substitute a less expensive fuel. In modeling end-use d~nnd, it 
is important to distinguish between the effects of true reduction 
in the c~ion of usable energy and the substitution of other 
fuels. The existing model emphasizes the substition effect 
because synthetic fuels decisions are sensitive to it. The 
existing model excludes usable energy elasticity because sensitivity 
analysis's~ that the decisions 9~re relatively insensitive of 
the price elasticity of usable energy over the range of prices 
encountered. Detailed price elasticities for usable energy d~nand 
could be incorporated within the existing model for analysis of 
problems s~nsitive to usable energy elasticity. 

Financing, Accountin 9, and Taxes - Significant differences in 
financing practice, accounting conv~uuions, and taxation exist 
among the various sectors of the energy m~rket. For instance, 
the._ financing of regulated public utility investments differs 
significantly from that of oil company investments. Also, account- 
ing and tax conventions differ from project to project. The model 
explicitly accounts for these differences. 

Market Share - Under perfect competition, the allocation of demand 
among alternative sources is trivial - the demand is always 
allocated to the iciest priced source. In the real market, h~wever, 
behavioral considerations and market imperfections such as consumer 
fuel preferences, discriminating pricing, and variations in costs 
all cane into play. The model describes such phenomena by using 
empirically developed market share curves to relate market shares 
to prices. 

Initial Enexq7 Balance - The current H.S. energy balance is a 
starting point for the evolution of the energy syst~ over time. 
The current allocation of demand among existing sources must be 
included as input to the model so that %~he dynamic effects 
incorporated in the model are provided the prope/ -~_£tial 
conditions. 

Secondar~ Industries - In time of rapid expansion of capacity, 
growth is often di~ouraged by high prices of equipment and man- 
power used to cor~truct new plants. Thus, tb~ model includes 
approximate suhmodels of secondary industries producing such 
critical itEmu~ as drilling rigs and surface mining ~aip~ent. 
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These submedels compute the prices of secondary it~ns for a given 
demand pattern. ~£%en a highe:- price is required for a secondary 
item the result is higher capital co~-~s for those plants requiring 
the items. 

Behavioral Ia~ - .Must organizations and individuals respmnd slcwly 
to changing economic conditions. We often wait tm see proven 
success before we change our ways. In addition, lags are caused 
by the time required to plan and construct new facilities. The 
net effect is that econcmic actions respond in part to past prices 
as well as to current ones. Clearly, uncertainty and risk aversion 
contribute to this effect. Because of the importance of this 
effect, ~pirically determined lag parameters are used in the mcdel. 

Technolcqica! Chanqe - Iear~ effects are important in determining 
the prices of future energy products. Over time, technological 
improvements Ic~_r the capital cost of existing processes (expres_~ed 
in constant dollars), in addition, entirely new technologies such 
as fusion or coal liquefaction beccme (x3mmercially available and 
must be included. Technological change is Lncorporated in the 
model by using si~-ple learning curves and ncminal dates for cmm~er- 
cia! availability. 

The fea~h/res descr~ in the above paragraphs illustrate the degree 
of realism that is built into the SRI ~nergy model. Many aspects of the 
national energy system are integrated into this energy mDdel. A major 
by-product of the model is the understanding developed concerning hew these 
aspects relate to each other and to decisions on ~ynthetic fuel commercializa- 
tion. 
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E. ~ L O N  

The application of the basic economic concept of balancing supply 
and demand to an /aperf~t market system that contains essentially 
thousands of supply and demand curves is an important consideration. 
The equilibrium mechanism cf the market supplies a clue on how to apply 
this concept. If the market price is too I~, demand exceeds supply and 
the price will rise to the point where supply and demand balance. 
Conversely, if the market price is too high, supply exceeds da~nnd and 
thus the price will fall. The network price iteration algorithm that 
pro-~ides the fc~ndaticn for the SRI methodology_ takes ad%~ntage of this 
basic market ~ .  

i. The Energy Network 

To illustrate, we will use the partial network shown in Figure A-7. 
~he resource supply curves are at the bottom; the usable energy de~and 
curves are at the top. In between these curves is the network describing 
the entire energy sy~. The SRI energy inode! has about 2,400 materials, 
processes, and transportation links. A material is a primary resource, 
product, or usable form of energy at a specific location. A process 
represents a sector of the energy industry such as "coal mining or gasifica- 
tion at a specific location or a class ef cop~nm~rs using a particular 
energy-o0nsuming device. A transportation l~k represents the econunics 
of moving a ~aterial from one location to another. 

To get a sense of the many paths in the network, consider first the 
path where coal is mined, converted into synthetic (high Btu) gas, piped 
to a demand center in a demand region, distributed to industrial users, 
and consorted as boiler fuel to produce steam. The same end-use market 
could be supplied by coal ~ r t e d  by unit train, distribated to the 
same industrial users, and used in a boiler to produce steam. These t%o 
paths can be traced in Figure A-7. In the SRI energy model, there are 
fourteen end uses (such as industrial steam) in each of eight demand 
regions and thirty primary resource supplies (such as coal) in the various 
resource basins illustrated in Figure A-5. The alternative tec/~logies in 
the model include all important types of electric power generation 
(producing base, intermediate, and peak load power), sweet and sour crude 
oil refining, shale oil refining, ~high- and icw-Btu coal gasification, coal 
liquefactlon, solve~t refining of coal, methanol from coal, and hydrogen 
production from coal and nuclear fuel. 
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2. Net%Drk Price Itegration Algorithm 

The network price iteration algorithm operates in much the same way 
that the U.S. energy system operates to determine the prices that result 
in a balance between supply and demand." To illustrate, we begin at the 
boztom of Figure A-7 and roughly estimate the quantity prc~uced over ~ 
of each of the primary resources and products throughout the network.~ / 
On the basis of these estimates of primary resource production, the resource 
supply curve and other dynamic infomwation are u~ to compute tentative 
prices of primary resources in each time period.~J 

We then move up the network along all paths simultaneously, and compute 
tentative prices of the produ~s. These product prices are cc~puted by 
using models that account for the capital and operating costs of each of the 
conversion processes that describe the energy network. Where t~.~ or more 
sources of a material cc~pete, we use appropriate rules for determining the 
price of the material, given the prices from the sources. When we reach the 
top of the network, we have computed tentative prices of usable energy for 
each end-use sector in each d~Tmnd region over time. 

At the top of the network, we begin a downward pass. We apply the prices 
of usable energy to the usable ener~j demand curves to determine the quantity 
of e~er~y needed for each end use in each time period (the present implementation 
fixes the qusntity for each time p=-riod and end use). As ~ %~rrk do~%% the net- 
work, we allocate the required quantity of mterials to competing L~ources based 
on the tentative prices computed on the u~ard pass. In addition, the required 
quanti=ies are i~reased to account for the thezma! losses in energy conver- 
sion ~nd transportation. ~nen %~ reach the bottom of the network, we have a 
new estimate of the required quantity in eac~h time period for each of the pri- 
mary resources. We then repeat the iterative process: the new estimates of 
production lead to new prices that are passed up the network and result in 
new desmmds that are passed do%~% the network. This iterative process is con- 
tinued until it converges; that is %mill no sigruific~t dhamge in prices 
a~d ¢Smmtities occur on two successive iterations. 

2_/ 

2/ 

In t/he current version of the SRI energy model, the time horizon is the 
year 2025. The 52 years from 1973 to 2025 are broken into 17 time periods. 
These time periods are of unequal duration to allow more detail dr. the 
years that are important for the decision probl~n. 

The price of a primary resource also depends on econcmdc rent and the 
przce of secondary materials such as drillJ_ng rigs arzI surface mining 
equiment. 
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This network pricing a/gorithm is ~ized in Figure A-8. In practice, 
additional techn/ques are incorporated in the algorith~ to guerantee 
convergence and to account for the behavioral and other features of the 
methodology mentioned earlier. 

It is important to recognize that the dynamic aspects of this approach 
are not equivalent to using a static model in each of the time periods. 
Rather, the prices ~nd ~cuantitites in each period are determined by dynamic 
relationships that interrelate both past and future prices and quantities. 
Current prices depend on future prices because the price of a product 
tee/aired to justify a new plant to produce that product is affected by 
projections of future prices. Also, current capaclty decisions depend 
on previous prices and decisicms because of resource depletion, existing 
capacity, and behavioral lag. 

Another inlcortant cc~putational cc~sideration is that models produced 
by this methodology are nonlinear and usually unconstrained. Linear pro- 
grammling is not used as a cc~utational tool. The mathematics of this 
~TL=thodolcxgy reduce to the i~_r~tive solution of a system of nonlinear 
equal_ions that are the econ~1,1ic, tecD/~ical, and behavioral relationships 
that describe an ~nergy system. The solntion of these equations is the set 
of prices and quantities tb2~v fo~n the output of the model. Arbitrary con- 
straints on the availability of scarce resources such as limitations on 
plant capacity, primary resources, and surface mining equipment are not 
needed in the model as they are in same other approaches. In this metl~x~- 
ology, we explicitly model the higher costs of such resources as t~y axe 
depleted (resource supply curves) or when there is a te~p0rary sb3rtage 
Csecondary industries moael). 

3. Drivin~ Forces of the Model 

A q~estion that is often asked is, "~hat drives the n~del?" 
Parado:-'~cally, supply and demand curves are the key inputs requir~ ~_o 
forecast supply, d~Tand, and prices. ~ne important difference between 
the input data and output forecasts is that the inputs are price- 
quantity curves while the outputs are market clearing (equilibrium) quanti- 
ties and prices. To illustrate, in the text/x~k case of Figure A-6 simply 
and demand curves are inputs while the market clearing price and quantity, 
Pa~ ard qo are outputs. ~ny conventicnal approaches to energy forecasting 

~mpt ~0 directly predict market clearing prices and quantities over 
whereas in this approach prices and quantities are calculated on the 

basis of more fundamental inputs such as supply and demand curves and the 
ecDncmics of conversion, transportation, and distribution. ~hus, the 
model does not eliminate the need for expert judgment. Rather, it tillages 
the task from direc-~ly predicting future prices and quantities to modeling 
relationships between prices and quantities. 
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1. ESTIMATE PRODUCTION OF PRIMARY 

RESOURCES AND ALL PRODUCTS (By 
Type and Location Gver Time). 

2. COMPUTE PRICES OF PRODUCTS AT 
QUANTITI ES ESTIMATED (By Type and 
Location Ore; Time Working Upward 
Through I~;e~work From Primary Resources 
to End U~es). 

3. COMPUTE QUANTITIES OF PRODUCTS 
DEMAND, INCLUDING PRIMARY 
RESOURCES, AT PRICES CALCULATED 
IN STEP 2 (By Type and Location Over 
Time Working Downward Through 
Network From End Uses to Primary 
Resources). 

RETURN 
4. RETURN TO STEP 2, 

BUT STOP WH EN ALL QUANTITIES 
ARE UNCHANGED ON TWO 
SUCCESSIVE ITERATIONS. 

C STOP 

FIGURE A-8. NETWORK PRICE ITERATION ALGORITHM 
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